aalto

exclusive design speakers

Collection
I speaker types
D3 on-wall active speaker
0503-xx

D3N in-wall active speaker
0502-xx

D4 on-wall active soundbar
0513-xx

D4N in-wall active soundbar
0512-xx

dimensions: 8 x 36,5 x 58,5 cm
weight: from 11 kg to 15 kg
(depending on the finish)

dimensions: 2,5 x 36,5 x 58,5 cm
weight: from 11 kg to 15kg
(depending on the finish)

dimensions: 8 x 99,5 x 16 cm
weight: from 11 kg to 15 kg
(depending on the finish)

dimensions: 2,5 x 99,5 x 16 cm
weight: from 11 kg to 15 kg
(depending on the finish)

Aalto speaker stand
0514-03

I speaker finishes
Select your preferred cabinet material to match with
your interior finishes and other Basalte products.
Custom metal finishes are available upon request.

I front fabrics
Choose your front cover fabric from a handpicked
variety of top quality fabrics by Gabriel and Kvadrat:
handmade in Scandinavia. An exclusive selection of
more fabrics is available for discerning clients who
wish to customise their Aalto speaker collection.

brushed aluminium
xxxx-01

brushed black
xxxx-03

satin white
xxxx-04

brushed nickel
xxxx-07

bronze
xxxx-05

GABRIEL

brushed brass
xxxx-08

KVADRAT

light blue
xxxx-A02

bronze grey
xxxx-A03

deep red
xxxx-A04

soft orange
xxxx-A05

dark grey
xxxx-A06

greige
xxxx-B02

havana brown
xxxx-B03

neon green
xxxx-B04

light grey
xxxx-A07

purple
xxxx-A08

ocean blue
xxxx-A09

soft green
xxxx-A10

dark green
xxxx-A11

everglade green
xxxx-B05

misty blue
xxxx-B06

dark blue
xxxx-B07

Aalto D3 cover: 0501-xxx
Aalto D4 cover: 0511-xxx
Pictures shown are indicative only.
The actual finishes can have a different surface aspect.

For more information:
basalte I hundelgemsesteenweg 1a I 9820 merelbeke I belgium
tel +32 9 385 78 38 I info@basalte.be I www.basalte.be

Exclusive
design
Aalto is a unique collection of high-performance speakers
for the world’s most exclusive homes. Through top-notch
Belgian engineering, they beautifully blend studio quality
audio with your interior design language.
Aalto speakers are characterised by their innovative, architectural build and the variety of top-quality finishes and textures
that fit your living room, dining area, home office etc. Aalto can
be installed in-wall, on-wall or freestanding with the cabinet’s
ultra slim front trim as the eye-catching golden edge.
The speaker cabinet is made of aluminium, brass, bronze or
nickel, setting a new standard in speaker manufacturing. It
beautifully matches your interior finishes and Basalte’s line of
luxury light switches. For the front cover, you can choose from a
handpicked palette of top quality fabrics by Gabriel and Kvadrat
from Denmark.

Exceptional
sound
Aalto active speakers combine first-class technology with
our high-end multiroom audio system. This comprehensive
solution provides top quality audio with an unequalled
ease of use, so you can enjoy your own and streamed music
around the house: perfectly tuned for every space and in
crystal clear quality.
The integrated amplifier (200W) perfectly matches the speaker
and eliminates the need to hide separate amplifiers. This
improves the listening quality, simplifies the installation and
significantly reduces cable runs.
We distribute your music around the house through a networked
system, transporting high-resolution 24-bit uncompressed
audio over Ethernet. Use the speaker’s integrated DSP settings
to fine-tune each Aalto and meet your personal needs.

>> in-wall speaker
brushed brass

All speakers have an integrated Bluetooth receiver and
optical audio input to easily connect a TV or other audio
source and again enjoy around the house. All of this is
controlled through the Basalte Home app and other controls
for KNX home automation.

